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The technology revolution has brought extraordinary changes
to the way we do business over the past decade—and we
are not done yet. Commerce and collaboration continue to
evolve as we learn how to take full advantage of connected
information, digital automation and enhanced mobility to serve
customers better and compete more effectively with offshore
manufacturing.
For Engineer-to-Order, Make-to-Order, Assemble-to-Order
and Configuration-to-Order Manufacturers, these technology
developments are transformational.
Click to jump
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Collaborative design teams

We’ve written this eBook to help you understand and take
advantage of the latest business trends enabled through the
combination of data, processes and technology.
The great news is that the software that allows you to capitalize
on these trends is becoming more affordable and easy to
implement. Today’s business management solutions will help
you compete more effectively with offshore manufacturing while
creating a platform to address tomorrow’s challenges. In the
following pages, we will explain the trends in plain terms and help
you understand how you can capitalize on the opportunities.
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1. Collaborative design teams

2. Easy-to-use configuration tools
Visual and accurate selling tools are more important
to the buying process than ever before. Customers
expect to see their options and a visual display of the
outcome of their selections. Product configurators
have become critical to closing deals for Make-toOrder, Assemble-to-Order and Configure-to-Order
Manufacturers.
By providing customers the ability to visualize
products to meet exact requirements, sales people
can close deals faster. Web-based configuration
tools, connected to pricing and delivery dates,
support salespeople in the field to enable informed
negotiations and accelerate the quote to sale process.
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To design innovative products and shorten time-tomarket, forward-thinking manufacturers are fostering
collaboration, and removing the barriers between
departments and business units. Enterprise social
networks and portals connect the best and brightest
in the organization, and promote brainstorming and
collaborative problem solving—from engineering
through to production.
Prudent use of data, such as integration of customer
and distributor feedback, allows engineering teams to
respond quickly to end-user preferences and product
trends. Through shared documents and instant
communication, teams can work together to test
ideas and solve problems. With universal, connected
communication systems, experts from any office or
production floor can be engaged to answer questions
and provide guidance.
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3. Efficient quoting and bidding
In today’s competitive markets, sales and service
agents need to be able to provide accurate quotes
quickly. Engineer-to-Order, Make-to-Order, Assembleto-Order and Configuration-to-Order Manufacturers
are connecting data to provide sales visibility into the
latest product and pricing information, and easy-to-use
templates to create competitive, compelling quotes.
Built-in analytics and intuitive workflows allow reps to
discount based on margins and customer history. With
instant access to engineering, inventory and production
data, quotes can include detailed specs and consistently
spell out the benefits that customers receive. Warranties
and after-market services can be included in quotes to
build sales values.

4. Decisions driven by data analytics
Market leaders are using analytics to help them make
complex decisions that optimize costs and resource
utilization in purchasing, make versus buy, sequencing,
scheduling and more. With advanced analytics,
engineering and operations departments can perform
‘what-if’ analysis on alternative designs to reduce costs,
increase product performance and accelerate production.
With so many factors affecting each decision in the
product lifecycle, managers should not rely solely on gut
instinct to coordinate the workflows to control costs and
meet customer commitments. Unified, organization-wide
data can support proactive management of supply chain
bottlenecks and interruptions for production agility and
better asset management.
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5. Supply chain data analysis

6. Automated workflows
Through automated workflows, manufacturers can
optimize production efficiency and ensure that
exceptions are addressed quickly. Workflows enable
connected and fully aligned organizations to apply
company policies and create an agility that is needed
in today’s competitive environment. With consistent
routing and automated tracing, employees can
locate products and components at every step of the
manufacturing process.

Visibility across the supply chain allows Engineerto-Order, Make-to-Order, Assemble-to-Order and
Configuration-to-Order Manufacturers to proactively
adjust production to respond to change orders,
interruptions or delays. Connecting sales and purchasing
processes with logistics, production and warehouse
management gives everyone in the organization notice
so they can react to the inevitable changes that occur
during transport of materials and products.
By connecting with sales information, manufacturers
benefit from more accurate forecasts, which allows them
to reduce inventory across the internal supply chain.
Scheduling based on accurate data from suppliers helps
to optimize factory floor capacity.

Automation helps decision-makers focus on exceptions,
while most resource allocations and schedules
are optimized through the ERP and CRM systems.
Systematic change management processes ensure
consistent documentation, approval and release tasks
are complete when orders or materials change during
the production cycle.
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7. Unified visibility across
the organization
Through fully integrated business management
systems, forward thinking Engineer-to-Order, Maketo-Order, Assemble-to-Order and Configuration-toOrder Manufacturers give employees “one version
of the truth.” Visibility across orders, inventory,
production schedules and warehouses empower
employees to respond quickly to change orders and
exceptions.
With unified information, sales teams have confidence
in promising delivery dates. Machine operators
can depend on necessary materials to be available.
Logistics managers can coordinate shipping across
warehouses, sites and production.

8. Portals that support collaboration
Market leaders use portals to support collaboration and
communication with customers, dealers and vendors.
Providing self-serve options to customers, vendors and
distributors makes it easier for all parties to do business.
Customers appreciate the option to place orders, check
status and manage their account online. With better
connections to vendors, companies can get more
visibility into product releases, discount opportunities
and potential supply chain problems.
Dealer portals that provide product and marketing
materials save sales and marketing teams time. Through
product and service collaboration, dealers can add more
value to shared customers and build more profitable
relationships.
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9. Embedded sensors and IoT

10. Automated health and
safety management
To support compliance and minimize accidents,
companies are looking to systematize the health and
safety protection of employees and the community.
Based on process analysis, an effective safety
management program identifies the actions at each
step in production, handling and transport that will
ensure employee and community protection from
hazardous situations and materials.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is rooted in the collection
of data through embedded sensors in today’s products.
Manufacturers can use the data from embedded sensors
to improve customer service, extend product life,
enhance maintenance knowledge... the list continues to
grow and is limited only by imagination.
Forward-thinking manufacturers are evaluating where
they can use data to improve their customer and
business experience. A critical step in the IoT process
is planning for the collection and analysis of the data
collected. Machine learning can extend the analysis to
provide predictive insight into product life, maintenance,
service history, usage trends and more.

Using workflows, maintenance guidelines, emergency
preparedness plans, training programs and other
activities, manufacturers guide and remind employees
to follow the safest practices. Through automation,
documentation is collected to meet all compliance and
regulatory requirements.
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11. Collaborative sales, service
and marketing
Marketing teams looking to extend their reach are
collaborating with sales teams and distributors. By
providing more insight into campaigns and support
materials, manufacturing marketers can build momentum
and support a consistent brand message to end customers.
Collaboration with sales and dealers provides more insight
into customer interests and trends. Data integration across
channels supports deeper analysis to refine promotions,
offers and campaigns. Joint dealer offerings, like aftermarket maintenance and parts supply, can expand profit
opportunities up and down the value chain.
Mobile access to data empowers dealers to service
products on-site, with streamlined communication from
sales in order to respond quickly to customer complaints.
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12. Automated transportation
cost comparison
For even the most basic needs, managing transportation
costs is complicated. With multiple production sites,
regional warehouses and international shipping, the
process requires systematic support.
Market-leading Engineer-to-Order, Make-toOrder, Assemble-to-Order and Configuration-toOrder Manufacturers use integrated transportation
management for transportation cost comparison.
Through automated data collection from carriers,
they compare rates and routes using rule-driven
processes to optimize carriers and routes and minimize
transportation costs.
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Guiding the Digital Transformation of
Engineer/Make/Assemble/Configure-to-Order Manufacturers
Arbela can help you transform and digitize your manufacturing
operations with Dynamics AX and CRM (Dynamics 365). Through
hundreds of successful implementations for manufacturers, we
have earned a 98% client satisfaction rate. As a proven expert for
manufacturers and distributors in aerospace, automotive, building
materials, high tech and industrial equipment, we have built trust
around the world.
Whether you want to offer your customers make-to-stock
manufacturing, engineer-to-order manufacturing, make-toorder manufacturing, configure-to-order manufacturing or
assemble-to-order manufacturing capabilities, we will help your
organization manage your processes and data to:
• Introduce new products faster and more cost-effectively.
• Improve your customer experience through product design,
marketing and social media.

Manufacturing Maturity Assessment
Take advantage of our free maturity assessment
to understand how your business compares to
others in your industry. Through the assessment,
we will work with you to evaluate:
• Efficiency and compliance
within functions
• Visibility and integration
• Supply chain optimization
Click to find out more or
schedule your assessment

• Optimize your supply chain.
• Capitalize on devices and the Internet of Things (IoT).
Arbela Technologies is a global consulting firm delivering practical
strategies, sustainable IT roadmaps, deep technical skills and
education required to innovate and reinvigorate customer,
supplier, partner and employee experiences and processes using
Microsoft technologies.
Let’s talk about your digital transformation. Contact us at
1-888-319-4439 or info@arbelatech.com.
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